addition to a subject in its own right, there have been growing concerns to ensure that maintenance subjects directly and immediately manage terminologies, including those of disability and care. The law should respond to children who care for disabled parents – and the care of older family members with disabilities. It also considers the challenges posed by the UN Convention on the Rights of Persons with Disabilities, particularly around the different institutional and state responsibilities captured in the Convention, and the role of the UN Committee on the Rights of Persons with Disabilities in monitoring implementation of the Convention. The book addresses a range of important and highly topical issues, whether core concerns are with access to care services, disability rights, issues around personal autonomy and the impact of legal frameworks on human rights. Key features include: a new chapter on decisions and capacity under the MND Act and the Mental Capacity Act (2005); a focus on the Criminal Justice Act 2003 and the Human Rights Act 2000; and new sections on rights management and new policy initiatives in the NHS. A valuable addition to existing literature in this area, this volume will be of interest to lawyers, health professionals and students alike.

Blackstone's Guide to the Care Standards Act 2000

- Graham Avery - 2016-11-10

This comprehensive and authoritative guide provides a broad introduction to the Care Standards Act 2000 and brings together all of the key rules, principles and other provisions which are relevant to the act. Real life case studies to help students think critically about difficult clinical situations. End-of-chapter scenarios activities with suggested answers to reinforce knowledge. Qualification as a Registered Nurse and holding an MA in Medical Law and Ethics, Graham Avery is a Lecturer at the University of Essex.

Law and Ethics in Nursing and Healthcare

- John Wadham - 2011-05-26

An updated edition of the first comprehensive guide to the law and ethics in nursing and healthcare which students will want for their course and for the rest of their professional lives. This book teaches students how to think critically about the law and ethics in nursing and healthcare, and will equip them with the knowledge, skills and understanding they need to make decisions, solve problems and understand the law and ethics which shape their everyday practice. Written by a barrister and principal lecturer in law and ethics, this book covers all the key issues, with clear and easy-to-understand principles and critical thinking exercises. New to the second edition:

This book is an essential guide to the law and ethics in nursing and healthcare and a valuable reference tool for all nurses.

Uncover the evolution of autonomy in nursing and healthcare; understand the ethical and legal issues facing nurses today; and develop your critical thinking skills to ensure you can make complex, informed decisions in practice.

Blackstone's Police Operational Handbook: Practice and Procedure

- Graham Avery - 2011-06-27

This practical handbook provides an overview of police practice and procedure. It includes sections on the roles and responsibilities of police officers, the police duty to assist, powers and accountability and protection of the law. The book is designed to be used as a reference tool for police officers and as a study guide for police students. It includes a comprehensive glossary and a detailed index for easy reference. Written by a barrister and principal lecturer in law and ethics, Graham Avery is a Lecturer at the University of Essex.

The Child As Vulnerable Patient

- Graham Avery - 2016-11-10

This comprehensive and authoritative guide provides a broad introduction to the law and ethics in nursing and healthcare which students will want for their course and for the rest of their professional lives. This book teaches students how to think critically about the law and ethics in nursing and healthcare, and will equip them with the knowledge, skills and understanding they need to make decisions, solve problems and understand the law and ethics which shape their everyday practice. Written by a barrister and principal lecturer in law and ethics, this book covers all the key issues, with clear and easy-to-understand principles and critical thinking exercises. New to the second edition:

This book is an essential guide to the law and ethics in nursing and healthcare and a valuable reference tool for all nurses.

Uncover the evolution of autonomy in nursing and healthcare; understand the ethical and legal issues facing nurses today; and develop your critical thinking skills to ensure you can make complex, informed decisions in practice.

Blackstone's Handbook for Policing Students 2013

This practical handbook follows the successful flexicover format of Blackstone's Police Operational Handbook and is designed to complement that publication by offering guidance on common practice in core policing areas. Written for junior officers, students and trainee officers, this guide ensures that the police practices and procedures that are common practice are clearly set out. New to the 2013 edition:

Concepts of policing; The role of the police in law enforcement; notorious cases and events; Protection of the law; Conduct, ACPO values, human rights, planning and risk management and dealing with the media; Neighbourhood Policing, which covers the core responsibilities of the police in maintaining community order and improving community relations.

This book is an essential guide to the law and ethics in nursing and healthcare and a valuable reference tool for all nurses.

Uncover the evolution of autonomy in nursing and healthcare; understand the ethical and legal issues facing nurses today; and develop your critical thinking skills to ensure you can make complex, informed decisions in practice.

Real life case studies to help students think critically about difficult clinical situations. End-of-chapter scenarios activities with suggested answers to reinforce knowledge. Qualification as a Registered Nurse and holding an MA in Medical Law and Ethics, Graham Avery is a Lecturer at the University of Essex.

Real life case studies to help students think critically about difficult clinical situations. End-of-chapter scenarios activities with suggested answers to reinforce knowledge. Qualification as a Registered Nurse and holding an MA in Medical Law and Ethics, Graham Avery is a Lecturer at the University of Essex.

Real life case studies to help students think critically about difficult clinical situations. End-of-chapter scenarios activities with suggested answers to reinforce knowledge. Qualification as a Registered Nurse and holding an MA in Medical Law and Ethics, Graham Avery is a Lecturer at the University of Essex.